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Q1 - September-October 2018
Read, Imagine, Discover & Learn in the LC!
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_______________________________________________________________________________
Research Across the Curriculum
The Class of 2022 has gotten off to a great start with the Research Across the
Curriculum program. Our Q1 lesson centered around Digital Ethics and the MLA
Format. We discussed the importance of using information from the Internet
ethically and learned about terms like intellectual property, copyright and creative
commons. I introduced the MLA8 documentation style and provided a variety of
resources in Google Classroom to help the students build a properly formatted list of
Works Cited.
Each of the students chose a famous person to research. They had to decide what
the greatest accomplishment of their subject was and conduct research using one
print resource and at least two online resources to find evidence to support their
claim. The students presented the results of their research in a 5-paragraph essay
and of course cited all of their sources in a properly formatted Works Cited page.
I enjoyed reading their essays and learned a lot about an array of fascinating people
in history including Barack and Michelle Obama, George Washington, Nomar
Garciaparra, Jane Austen, Charles Darwin, the Beatles, Mark Zuckerberg and Winston
Churchill.
When the ninth graders return to the LC in their Theology classes for the second part of Research Across the
Curriculum we will explore the topic: Conducting Online Research v. Just Googling It.
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Welcome back, Ms. Byun!

To everyone’s delight, Mr. Poponyak has recruited a new but familiar face to
join his AEC team this year. Ms. Byun is back! She has been busy sharing her
expertise as an English teacher with a number of students in Writing Labs
every Friday. Students and faculty have welcomed her back with open arms.
Fridays are always especially bright in the LC when Ms. Byun comes in!

_______________________________________________________________________________
What are you reading?
Just this afternoon, I finished reading one of Sue Grafton’s Alphabet Mysteries,
R is for Ricochet. Mystery readers, have you discovered this quirky series? Once
you meet private investigator, Kinsey Millhone, you will be inclined to read
through all 25 volumes.
In R is for Ricochet, Kinsey takes on a fairly simple assignment for an ailing
millionaire. She is hired to bring the man’s daughter, Reba, home from prison
on her day of release and to help her get settled back into Santa Teresa society.
To Kinsey’s chagrin, Reba soon entangles herself with an old flame who is
involved in a money laundering scheme, and the detective has to chase after
the recalcitrant heiress doing damage control to the best of her ability.
Sadly, the author, Sue Grafton passed away after the publication of Y is for
Yesterday. While looking at her website, I discovered an additional title that has
piqued my interest. Kinsey and Me is comprised of a series of stories exploring
both Kinsey and Grafton’s own past. I will definitely add this collection to my
list of books to read.

_______________________________________________________________________________
VHS update
Seventeen seniors are exploring the world of online education
this year. They have elected to take some exciting classes
ranging from Parenting in the 21st Century and Personal Finance
to Criminology and Oceanography. Eight of the VHS students
have chosen to extend their Advanced Placement curriculum.
Valerie Gao and Paige deVeau are pursuing personal career
interests in AP Music Theory and AP Computer Science A,
respectively. Linda Liao is taking AP Physics C and Charlie
Cassidy is expanding his historical knowledge in AP European
History. Mark Yan, David Cheng, Elina Tong and Ronny Gao are all
enrolled in different sections of AP Economics.
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The Virtual High School program offers wonderful opportunities to our students and teachers too. If you are
interested in learning more about teaching a VHS course, I will be happy to discuss the VHS professional
development options with you.

_______________________________________________________________________________
After school in the lc
Everyone in the SJP family is welcome to participate in the various clubs hosted in the Learning Commons. Monday
and Tuesday afternoons are reserved for the Creative Writing and Knitting Clubs. These clubs have gotten off to a
slow start. Please encourage any aspiring writers or crafters in your advisories to explore their creative sides in
these LC clubs.
The TIE newspaper staff has expanded. With Anthony Khoory at the helm as
editor-in-chief and a slew of new reporters our first issue, published at the
end of October, was packed with new features. For example, Eileen Coleman
wrote a movie review, Anthony wrote a feature article about one of our
remarkable seniors, Mark Yan and Meghan McCarthy captured a moment of
SJP daily life, highlighting the talented choir in our SJP in Focus section. Go
to sjptie.wordpress.com to subscribe to the TIE News.
Anthony is also a leader on the High School Quiz Show team. This year,he is
joined by Sophia Pappas, Maria Andrade, Cecelia Morello and alternate,
Annabelle Pappas. Each of these students has an expertise in different areas
of knowledge, which will allow them to work well together as a team.
Our SJP Reading Community is growing. Both the Lunchtime Book Club which
meets on the last E Day of the month, and the Parent-Faculty Book Club have
also welcomed new members. Our monthly meetings are even more lively,
enhanced by new voices and literary opinions. The more the merrier.

_______________________________________________________________________________

During Spirit Week in October, visitors to the Learning Commons were in the Halloween spirit!
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